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The area of Genesis history is the key battleground for the veracity of the Bible, and indeed, the Christian faith. In the face of increasing secularism, Darwin's high priests have not only held sway of the scientific establishment, but also many modern theologians and Bible commentators who have sought to introduce billions of years and or evolution into the Bible's earliest chapters. But what did the Bible writers intend to convey? Should one still plainly read and understand the texts in the way the authors intended, in the light of modern evolutionary science?

Jonathan Sarfati’s The Genesis Account will long be remembered as a classic commentary on Genesis 1–11. Not only does it contain a thorough analysis of the text, but it has a number of features that set it apart from other Genesis commentaries. It defends the biblical creationist position: creation in six consecutive normal days, death resulting from Adam’s fall, a global Flood, and confusion of languages at Babel. In the process it explains how the rest of the Bible, and in particular the New Testament authors and even Christ Himself, interprets Genesis in the above straightforward manner.

While skillfully documenting how interpreters throughout Church history have taught biblical creation, and that long-age, death-before-sin views were a reaction to 19th-century uniformitarian geology, it also provides cutting-edge scientific support for Genesis history. Importantly, it demonstrates that all major doctrines of Christianity begin in Genesis 1–11, and straightforwardly answers the most-common objections to a plain understanding of these crucial Genesis texts.

This book should be regarded as Sarfati’s magnum opus and is a must for any serious student of the biblical texts and its associated history.

Dr Jonathan Sarfati is also the author of the largest-selling creation book of all time, Refuting Evolution (over 500,000 in print). He has also authored Refuting Compromise, By Design: Evidence for Nature’s Intelligent Designer—the God of the Bible, The Greatest Hoax on Earth? Refuting Dawkins on Evolution. He has also coauthored The Creation Answers Book, 15 Reasons to Take Genesis as History, and Christianity for Skeptics.
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